A Special Note of Welcome to the First Year Faculty

Carolyn Johnson (Allied Health)  Rees Shad (Humanities)
Eunice Flemister (Education)  Alisa C. Roost (Humanities)
Sherese Mitchell (Education)  Tanvir Prince (Mathematics)
Michael Cisco (English)  Alice Welt Cunningham (Math)
Andrea Fabrizio (English)  Yoel Rodríguez (Nat.Sci.)
Elyse Zucker (English)

A Special Note of Congratulations to the Recently Tenured Faculty for the AY 2009-2010

Christine O’Reilly (Allied Health)  Elisabeth Tappeiner (Library)
Salim Rayman (Allied Health)  Olen Dias (Math)
Marcela Benciveni (Beh. Soc Sci.)  Alexander Vaninsky (Math)
Felipe Pimentel (Beh. Soc Sci.)  Julie Trachman (Nat.Sci.)
Craig J. Bernardini (English)  Vladimir Ovtcharenko (Nat.Sci.)
Carl Grindley (English)  José Del Pilar (Counseling)
Cristina LaPorta (Humanities)  Raymond Rodriguez (Counseling)
Ian Scott (Humanities)
**Section I: Grants**
2008 PSC-CUNY and other grant awards

**Bird, Alberto.** *The 40th Anniversary of Hostos Community College Lecture Series.* The New York Council for the Humanities.

**Casari, William** and Matthew Flaherty. *Hostos Archives: Arrangement and Description of the Photographs of Magda Vasillov.* New York State Archives Documentary Heritage Program.

**Cicco, Gina.** *Attitudes Toward Computer-Based Instruction in Community College Students.* PSC-CUNY.

**Dincer, Elvir** and **Salim Rayman.** *Grant for Class Technology and Dental Outreach.* Proctor and Gamble.


--- *An Edition of Piers Plowman B-Text British Library Cotton Caligula A.xi.* PSC-CUNY.

**Hernández, Orlando.** *Hostos in New York: Publication of Critical Essays on His Work and Newly Recovered Writings.* PSC-CUNY.

**Lyons, Catherine** and **Elisabeth Tappeiner.** *Subject Cataloging for Video Games: Building a New Taxonomy.* PSC-CUNY.

**Maldonado, Sonia.** *Identifying the Learning Preferences and Demographic Characteristics of Latino Students Placed on Academic Probation.* PSC-CUNY.


**NATURAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT**

**Biology**


**Section IV: Publications about Hostos Faculty**


**Núñez-Rodríguez N.** Molecular Mechanisms of Pain Modulation By Autocrine Loop. PSC-CUNY.

---. Educating The South Bronx Community by Merging the Arts and the Environment. CUNY-Diversity Project Development.


Ovtcharenko, Vladimir. A Revision of the Australian Ground Spiders Family Gnaphosidae. PSC-CUNY.

---. Biodiversity of Spiders of Dominican Republic. The Center for Puerto Rican Studies of CUNY (Hunter College).

---, and Boris Zakharov. The Spider and Tick Diversity in Oak Forests of BRF. Black Rock Forest Consortium Grant.

Pimentel, Felipe. Ethnic Studies and Cultural Diversity at the Public University. PSC-CUNY.


Sohel, Mohammad. Wide bandgap II-VI Semiconductor Materials for Quantum Cascade Lasers. PSC-CUNY.

Steinberg, Olga. Analysis of the Regulatory Role of the N-terminal Domain of Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase. PSC-CUNY.
Section II: Periodicals
Articles in magazines, newspapers, scholarly journals, etc.
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Section III: Books
Anthologies, books, collections, editions, reference, etc.
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**LANGUAGE AND COGNITION DEPARTMENT**
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